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WELCOME TO OUR 
NEW 2019 RANGE
This is one of the most exciting times in our 44-year 
history. Jayco is known for innovation and taking 
caravan design and your holiday relaxation to the  
next level. This year, we are proud to introduce to you a 
range of technology-led features that are designed to 
enhance your holiday. 

We’ve listened to our owners and partnered with 
exciting market-leading technology innovators such 
as Amazon and BMPRO to make the operation of your 
van effortless. GPS tracking allows you to find your van 
if stolen; lights are switched on by voice commands; 
awnings can be operated from your smartphone - our 
clever solutions will help you enjoy your downtime  
even more.

Some of the new features are optional on our Freedom, 
Journey and Expanda caravan ranges, but take a look  
at the new Silverline – the new benchmark in luxury 
living on the road.  Ask us about RVConnect – Jayco’s 
exclusive collection of technology options that enhance 
your RV lifestyle.

We have taken our inspiration for this year’s interiors from 
the landscapes of Australia, providing a soothing backdrop 
for any great Australian road trip, large or small.

When you buy a Jayco, you can relax – it’s full of 
engineering expertise. All our products are designed by 
Australians, made locally with the challenging Australian 
conditions in mind.

As life takes you on the road, let Jayco be your  
partner in adventure with your choice of our new  
2019 Caravan collection.

Enjoy.
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Why buy second-hand when you can afford new?  Jayco Freedom provides exceptional value for 
money and the uncompromising standards of Jayco products.  To step into caravan lifestyle, 
look no further.

With a choice of two floor plans, Jayco Freedom boasts ample living space to create wonderful 
holiday memories.  

Market-leading, fully insulated quad-layer walls comprise of internal wall ply and insulation, 
aluminium frame, external 3 mm ply and external aluminium cladding, making you warmer in 
winter and cooler in summer.

Each product in the Jayco Freedom range has all the necessities for uncomplicated camping 
with a price point to match. The awning with LED strip lights extends your living space to the 
outdoors and protects against the elements. 

The Jayco Freedom range provides the perfect solution for travellers looking to step into the 
world of caravanning.

New Technology:  Monitor lights, battery level and water tanks from your phone with the JHub 
smart phone app*, so you’re never caught short.

“ Never owned a van before. We had our Freedom for almost a 
month and we love her - we upgraded from an old camper trailer. 
She’s only been away twice, and we can’t wait to have  
our Freedom do a longer trip. One day we hope to go around 
Australia in style.”

  Geoff Odger, QLD

JAYCO FREEDOM

|      *within Bluetooth range
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GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY

All vans include a functional kitchen with three-burner cooktop, a  
three-way fridge and modern interior cabinetry.  The Jayco Freedom 
caravan is self-contained with a full ensuite.  Roof-mounted air-conditioning 
units are standard in Freedom caravans.  Euro styled interiors with durable 
commercial-grade fabrics complete a clean, modern look. 

The furniture in Jayco Freedom  is built on a patented aluminium frame for 
strength and durability.  

Optional Furrion stereo, DVD player and outdoor speakers, TV (plus 
antenna)/DVD, and an external picnic table will make entertaining easy.  

Planning to go bush?  Consider the optional 120 W solar panel and 100 Ah 
battery  for peace of mind. Jayco Freedom provides exceptional  

value for money: ensuite and air 
conditioner are standard.

A comfortable place to lay your head at 
days’ end.

15.49-3 Touring

Body Length 4880mm

Interior Length 4800mm

Travel Length 6107mm

Travel Height 2895mm

Interior Height 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 175kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 1770kg

19.61-4 Touring

Body Length 6120mm

Interior Length 5890mm

Travel Length 7545mm

Travel Height 2895mm

Interior Height 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 180kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2040kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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JAYCO FREEDOM CARAVAN FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air conditioning 

Cooktop - Thetford 4Burner Griller

Fridge - Thetford N504 169L 3 way

Hot water Service - 22L Gas/240V operation

Stereo - CD/radio system with external speakers

TV aerial - 12V power boosted

TV/DVD - LED 12V (24”)

COMFORT

Dinette seating with durable designer fabric & 
antibacterial seat foam

Mattress - innerspring

CONSTRUCTION

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &  
seat framing

Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation

Walls - fully insulated, aluminium frame & external 
aluminium cladding

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning

Boot - side entry with large storage

Gas bayonet

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Gas Bottle 2 x 9kg - fixed

Power - 240v weatherproof outlet

Solar system - 120 W & regulator

Suspension - axle & leaf springs

Table - external fold-out

Water tank - 2 x 82L underfloor with guard

INTERIOR GENERAL

Battery - BMPRO Management system with Smartphone 
app intergration

Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers 

Hatch roof 400mm x 400mm

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Windows - double glazed Euro push style with  
roller blinds

SAFETY

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Door - external triple lock with security screen

 Standard  Optional - Not available 
^ Model specific 

MORE FEATURES FOR LESS

NEW

EXCLUSIVE TO JAYCO

Generous 169-litre 
3-way fridge runs on 
LP gas, 12 V DC or  
240 V mains power. 

Furrion stereo package with internal and external 
speakers, delivering high-quality sound.

BMPRO battery management system prevents the 
battery from being overly discharged. 
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Jayco Freedom: exceptional value for money and uncompromising standards of caravan lifestyle.

All Jayco Freedom caravans have a functional kitchen and modern interior cabinetry.
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Our most popular caravan makes it all about the journey. The Jayco Journey is perfect for 
packing up and hitting the hidden secrets around Australia.

Tough yet comfortable, and exceptional value for money, the Jayco Journey has eight different 
floor plans that sleep between 2 and 6 people. They are built to last with Jayco’s multilayered, 
vacuum-bonded fibreglass walls. Hail- and dent-resistant, the Jayco Journey caravan walls 
offer great thermal and acoustic insulation. 

New for 2019:  Control your electric awning and monitor water and power levels from your 
smartphone via a mobile app*. Now that’s comfort!

Outback Upgrade:  Considering going off the beaten track?  All Jayco Journey caravans can  
be upgraded to an Outback model, featuring:
■  higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions ■  150mm chassis 
■  JTECH independent coil suspension ■  120 W solar panel
■   protective aluminium checkerplate on sides	 ■  AL-KO outback drop jacks 

“ We are currently 6 months into our 18-month lap of Oz. As we are 
living full-time in our Journey, it has been great to have the space 
inside: with two active young boys it is a necessity. We love our Jayco 
as it has helped us to make TIME. Time together as a family. Time to 
enjoy life and those little moments. Time to explore and adventure.”

  Ashleigh Umback, QLD

JAYCO JOURNEY 

|      *within Bluetooth range

Outback Model
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Neutral interiors and all the mod cons:  don’t think life on the road means going without.   
Each Journey caravan comes with air conditioning and a full ensuite.  The well-equipped  
kitchen includes four-burner gas cooktop /griller, 171 litre double-door fridge and storage  
for everything.

Comfortable innerspring mattresses on main beds are a standard inclusion in all  
Journey caravans.

The internal control panel, JControl, provides complete transparency of your Journey’s  
onboard features. You can manage lights, monitor water levels or check battery’s  
estimated time to discharge, helping you reduce battery drain-all from a single screen. 

HIGH TECH:  New for 2019.  Sit back, relax and download the new JHub phone app to monitor  
it all from one intuitive app on your phone*. 

OPTION UP YOUR JOURNEY:  Our most popular options include: bike rack, reversing camera for 
Jayco assist parking,  external hot shower, additional solar panel and extra battery to extend 
your time off grid.

Neutral tones invite owners to accessorise 
and make their second home truly their own.

Well equipped designer kitchen with EziGlide 
drawers for ample storage.

Jayco Journey features Euro styled interiors with durable  
commercial-grade fabrics.

AUSTRALIA’S FAVOURITE:  OUR MOST POPULAR CARAVAN

* optional feature.      |
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JAYCO JOURNEY CARAVAN FLOORPLANS
16.51-3 Touring Outback

Body Length 5335mm 5335mm

Interior Length 5100mm 5100mm

Travel Length 6760mm 6870mm

Travel Height 2845mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 170kg 180kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 1795kg 1935kg

21.66-3 Touring Outback

Body Length 6780mm 6780mm 

Interior Length 6270mm 6270mm

Travel Length 8205mm 8315mm

Travel Height 2895mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 175kg 190kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2350kg 2600kg

18.55-3 Touring Outback

Body Length 5635mm 5635mm

Interior Length 5405mm 5405mm 

Travel Length 7060mm 7170mm

Travel Height 2845mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 235kg 245kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2010kg 2265kg

20.62-2 Touring Outback

Body Length 6340mm 6340mm

Interior Length 6115mm 6115mm

Travel Length 7765mm 7875mm

Travel Height 2845mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 170kg 180kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2135kg 2375kg

| 
The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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22.68-2 Touring Outback

Body Length 6890mm 6890mm

Interior Length 6755mm 6755mm

Travel Length 8315mm 8425mm

Travel Height 2895mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 165kg 175kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2490kg 2710kg

19.61-3 Touring Outback

Body Length 6120mm 6120mm

Interior Length 5890mm 5890mm

Travel Length 7545mm 7655mm

Travel Height 2845mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 185kg 195kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2085kg 2345kg

22.68-1 Touring Outback

Body Length 6890mm 6890mm

Interior Length 6755mm 6755mm

Travel Length 8315mm 8425mm

Travel Height 2895mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 180kg 170kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2280kg 2500kg

19.61-2 Touring Outback

Body Length 6120mm 6120mm

Interior Length 5890mm 5890mm

Travel Length 7545mm 7655mm

Travel Height 2845mm 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 185kg 175kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2045kg 2330kg
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JAYCO JOURNEY CARAVAN FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air conditioning 

Cooktop - 4 burner/oven

Fridge - Thetford N3185 171L

Hot water service - 22L Gas/240V operation

Microwave

Satellite - Sphere dish

Stereo - CD/radio system with external speakers

TV aerial - 12V power boosted

TV/DVD - LED 12V (24”)

Washing Machine - Sphere 3.3kg^

COMFORT

Dinette seating in genuine designer leather & 
antibacterial seat foam

Dinette seating with durable designer fabric & 
antibacterial seat foam

Mattress - innerspring (N/A bunk beds)

Mattress - premium innerspring (N/A bunks)

CONSTRUCTION

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &  
seat framing

Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning - Electric 

Awning walls

Bike racks - rear mounted^

Boot - side entry with large storage

External entertainment unit^

Gas bayonet

Gas Bottle 2 x 9kg - fixed

Grey Water tank^

Power - 240v weatherproof outlet

Shower - external including pop-up tent

Solar system - 120 W & regulator

Solar system - 160W & regulator

Solar System - 2 x 120W & regulator

Solar System - 2 x 160W & regulator

Suspension - axle & leaf springs -

Suspension - JTECH Suspension Independent Coil -

Table - external fold-out

Water tank - 2 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

INTERIOR GENERAL

Battery - additional 100 Ah AGM

Battery - BMPRO Management system with 
Smartphone app intergration

Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Control panel - JControl LED Display

Control panel - JHub tablet display

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers 

Hatch roof 400mm x 400mm

Pantry - pullout 3 tier^

Power - 12V socket (internal and external)

Power point with intregrated USB port

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Slideout bed and/or slideout lounge^

Toilet - ceramic bowl

Water filtration system to sink

Wi-Fi system including GPS

Windows - double glazed Euro push style  
with roller blinds

SAFETY

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Camera - Reversing and/or rearview

Door - external triple lock with security screen

ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device

eZylevel levelling device
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Touring: our standard, durable on-road chassis

Outback: toughened chassis that takes you off-road

 Standard  Optional - Not available 
^ Model specific 
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LATEST TECHNOLOGY

NEW

Yo u  c a n  t r u s t  J a y c o  i n n o v a t i o n .

EASY LIVING

Insert a SIM card and enjoy Wi-Fi access for all devices in your Jayco Journey with Sphere 
Wi-Fi system. If your van goes missing, text it and receive the location of your caravan. 

Exclusive to Jayco, the internal control panel JControl provides transparency of your 
battery and water tanks; you can also access this information on the new JHub phone app.

New in 2019:  
Control the electric awning from your phone via a mobile app (within Bluetooth range). 
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Family adventures made easy is the motto of the Jayco Expanda.  Designed to sleep between 
4 and 9 people, the Jayco Expanda makes use of every available space for maximum comfort.  
Featuring two expandable double beds with innerspring mattresses at each end of the caravan, 
the Jayco Expanda offers a clever use of interior space with the towing feel of a standard 
compact caravan.   

The Jayco Expanda caravans are built to last with multilayered, vacuum-bonded fibreglass walls 
that are hail- and dent-resistant and offer great thermal and acoustic insulation. The one-piece, 
double-stitched tent sections are made in Australia from 14 oz heavy-duty local canvas.

“ I love the sleeping and storage features in the Expanda, especially 
with a family of 5. The kids pack bikes, scooters, footballs… and 
I pack fishing gear. When adding a pram, etc for our baby it really 
does add up. Only the Expanda gives us everything we need in  
a caravan.”

 Andrew Saunders, NSW

JAYCO EXPANDA

Outback:  Have plans that take you beyond the bitumen?  All Jayco Expanda caravans come 
standard as an Outback model featuring:
■  higher ground clearance for towing in rugged conditions ■  150mm chassis 
■  JTECH independent suspension ■  120 W solar panel
■  protective aluminium checker plate on sides  ■  AL-KO outback drop jacks
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Expand your family adventures and go away for weeks at a time with clever storage 
solutions, plus generous space to cater for modern vacationers. Neutral interiors inspired 
by the colours of Australia mean you can add personal touches to make Jayco Expanda 
your own holiday home on wheels.

Other features include a four-burner cooktop and griller and 171 litre double-door fridge, 
full ensuite, comfortable double beds (with optional bed-end privacy screens to separate 
yourself from the world), and roof-mounted air conditioner.

HINT:  Add an optional 3.3 kg washing machine and ban hand washing clothes on the 
road forever!

NEW FOR 2019:  Never run out of power or water: the new JHub phone app will  
monitor water usage and the battery’s estimated time to recharge as long as you have 
Bluetooth connection.

The optional Furrion entertainment packages (TV/DVD or Bluetooth stereo with extra 
speakers), and antenna mean you can reconnect with the outside world- only if  
you want to!

Smart use of space for family-friendly 
living with maximum comfort in  
Jayco Expanda.

Clever bunks: fold up the top bunk to open 
up the play space and convert the table 
area into an extra bed at night.

18.58-2 Outback

Body Length 5525mm

Interior Length 5245mm

Travel Length 7080mm

Travel Height 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 185kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2300kg

Open Length 8080mm

20.64-1 Outback

Body Length 6450mm

Interior Length 6170mm

Travel Length 7930mm

Travel Height 3040mm

Interior Height 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 265kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2625kg

Open Length 9005mm

EVERYTHING A FAMILY NEEDS

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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JAYCO EXPANDA CARAVAN FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air conditioning 

Cooktop - 4 burner

Fridge - Thetford N3175 171L

Hot water Service - 22L Gas/240V operation

Microwave

Satellite - Sphere dish

Stereo - CD/radio system with external speakers

TV aerial - 12V power boosted

TV/DVD - LED 12V (22”)

Washing Machine - Sphere 3.3kg^

COMFORT

Dinette seating with durable designer fabric & 
antibacterial seat foam

Dinette seating in genuine designer leather &  
antibacterial seat foam

Fitted bed sheets 

Mattress - innerspring (n/a bunk beds)

CONSTRUCTION

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &  
seat framing

Roof - hail resistant one-piece skin with insulation

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning 

Awning walls

Boot - side entry with large storage

External entertainment unit^

Gas bayonet

Gas Bottle 2 x 9kg - fixed

Grey Water tank

Shower - external including pop-up tent

Solar system - 120 W & regulator

Solar system - 160W & regulator

Solar System - 2 x 120W & regulator

Table - external fold-out

Tent section - One piece, double stitched, heavy duty 
canvas & Boltiflex

Water tank - 2 x 82L underfloor with guard

INTERIOR GENERAL

Battery - additional 100 AMP AGM

Battery - BMPRO Management system with Smartphone 
app intergration

Control panel - JControl LED Display

Control panel - JHub tablet display

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers 

Hatch roof 400mm x 400mm

Power - 12V socket (internal and external)

Power point with intregrated USB port

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Slideout lounge (20.64-1 only)^

Water filtration system to sink

Windows - double-glazed Euro push style  
with roller blinds

SAFETY

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Camera - Reversing and/or rearview

Camera - Side view

ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device

eZylevel levelling device

All Jayco Expanda caravans come standard as Outback models

 Standard  Optional 
^ Model specific 
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I n c l u s i o n s  t h a t  e x c e e d  y o u r  e x p e c t a t i o n s .

BEST FOR FAMILIES LATEST TECHNOLOGY

QUALITY REST NEW DESIGN

Comfortable double beds with innerspring mattresses ensure a restful holiday sleep after a day spent outdoors. New look, same trusted Jayco Tough Frame wall construction 
technology: strong and light, with full insulation. 

The 171-litre double-door fridge is perfect 
for those longer family holidays.

Never run out of power or water: the new JHub phone app monitors water usage and battery’s  
estimated time to discharge*.

*within Bluetooth range      |
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The new Jayco Silverline caravan range redefines luxury in caravanning, and now,  
Silverline is also the world’s most advanced caravan with seamlessly integrated 
technology for effortless holiday living. Just step in and enjoy; the rest is taken care of.

The 2019 Silverline all-new features include:
■  Amazon Alexa voice control 
■   Smartphone app-controlled electric awning with personal presets, operated within 

Bluetooth range
■   New 360-degree cameras:  there are no blind spots when towing and parking –  

a world-first in a production caravan
■   New generation of  Jayco Endurance chassis: structural integrity and durability with 

major benefits in weight saving
■   New suspension, JTech 2.0:  more compact, durable, and reacts better to road 

undulations, so you can venture further with confidence
■  Slide-out external kitchen: live the al fresco life
■  Wi-Fi Extender for increased coverage

This sets a new benchmark in technology and luxury.

“ We often say that it’s like having a modern comfortable 
apartment with you all the time. We are totally self-contained, 
that means we can stop anywhere we want in our Silverline 
Outback. I also love that we have everything you could possibly 
require in a small home. We have now completed the outer lap of 
Oz, and I love our Jayco to pieces.”

 Dixie Lamers, NSW

JAYCO SILVERLINE

Outback ModelTouring Model
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With Jayco Silverline, luxury is at your fingertips. In a world-first production RV, your own personal 
assistant Amazon Alexa comes standard.  Connect to your account, switch on the lights, get 
the latest weather forecast and control your TV with a simple voice command. This is the next 
generation of caravan life.

The genuine leather lounge is ideal to relax in whilst catching up with friends and family on Skype. 
The Wi-Fi extender technology captures available Wi-Fi signals, significantly increasing your range 
and providing maximum security and mobile internet speed with 4G capability.  Charging is a breeze 
with an electric pop-up power tower with multiple 240 V and USB ports.

The stylish fully-equipped kitchen boasts the class-leading 216L fridge, features chic matte-black 
tapware and new sought-after subway-tile splashback.

Your premium home-away-from-home comes standard with air conditioning, washing machine 
and full modern ensuite. A new feature is the Nautilus instant hot water system – never run out of 
hot water again!

JHub internal control tablet provides complete transparency of your Silverline’s onboard features. 
You can manage lights, view solar, water and battery levels – all from a single touchscreen tablet.

New for 2019: JHub now also comes as a phone app, so you can keep an eye on your RV features 
from a campfire (within Bluetooth range). 

Additional options include gas ducted heating, 32” pop-up TV, and satellite dish. Take your Silverline 
off grid with confidence when you add a grey water tank, extra solar panel and 100 Ah battery. 

Trust your dreams of adventure to Jayco Silverline. The caravan where luxury comes standard.

Pop-up TV. Winegard Wi-Fi extender increases your Wi-Fi 
range securely without losing speed.

Nautilus instant hot-water system –  
never run out of hot water again!

What do Jayco Silverline owners say about their caravans?  
“The most comfortable, glamorous and well laid-out van.”

The class-
leading 216-litre 
fridge runs on 
LP gas, 12 V DC 
or 240 V mains 
power.

WORLD’S FIRST VOICE-ACTIVATED CARAVAN

INTRODUCING 
RVCONNECT
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JAYCO SILVERLINE CARAVAN FLOORPLANS
19.61-5 Touring Outback

Body Length 6125mm 6125mm

Interior Length 5380mm 5380mm

Travel Length 7375mm 7375mm

Travel Height 2950mm 3080mm 

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 155kg 150kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2375kg 2530kg

24.75-2 Touring Outback

Body Length 7520mm 7520mm

Interior Length 6780mm 6780mm

Travel Length 8795mm 8820mm

Travel Height 2950mm 3080mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 210kg 200kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2670kg 2860kg

21.65-3 Touring Outback

Body Length 6760mm 6760mm

Interior Length 6035mm 6035mm

Travel Length 8040mm 8065mm

Travel Height 2950mm 3080mm 

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 180kg 170kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2555kg 2650kg

23.72-1 Touring Outback

Body Length 7305mm 7305mm 

Interior Length 6575mm 6575mm

Travel Length 8585mm 8610mm

Travel Height 2950mm 3080mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 240kg 220kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2740kg 2785kg

| 
The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. 
 It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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25.78-5 Touring

Body Length 7750mm

Interior Length 7025mm

Travel Length 9035mm

Travel Height 2950mm

Interior Height 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 210kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2800kg

21.65-4 Touring Outback

Body Length 6760mm 6760mm

Interior Length 6035mm 6035mm

Travel Length 8040mm 8065mm

Travel Height 2950mm 3080mm

Interior Height 1975mm 1975mm

Travel Width 2470mm 2470mm

Towball Weight (Approx) 200kg 190kg

Tare Weight (Approx) 2650kg 2730kg

New in 2019: phone-app controlled electric awning.
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JAYCO SILVERLINE CARAVAN FEATURES

APPLIANCES

Air conditioning 

Cooktop - 4 burner oven (with flame failure device)

Fridge - Dometic RUA8 216ltr touch panel 3-way

Heating - Truma Gas Ducted

Hot Water Service - Gas Instant

Microwave

Pop Up Power Tower 

Satellite - Sphere dish

Stereo - CD/radio system with external speakers

TV aerial - 12V power boosted

TV/DVD - Sphere LED 12V (24”)

TV/DVD - Sphere LED 12V (24”) Pop Up Module

Washing Machine - Sphere 3kg^

COMFORT

Dinette seating in genuine designer leather & 
antibacterial seat foam

Mattress - premium innerspring

CONSTRUCTION

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Furniture - Euro style with aluminium corners &  
seat framing

Roof - sandwich construction, one piece fibreglass skin

Walls - fully insulated Toughframe, hail & dent resistant

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Awning - Electric Awning 

Awning walls

Bike racks - A-frame mounted  
(A-Frame extension required)

Bike racks - rear mounted^

Boot - side entry with large storage

Checkerplate - storage boxes -

External entertainment unit^

Gas bayonet

Gas Bottle - Slide out 2 x 9kg

Grey Water tank

Power - 240v weatherproof outlet (double to Silverline)

Shower - external including pop-up tent

Slide out Kitchen with wooden chopping block

Solar Panel - Flexible 150W

Solar System - 2 x 120W & regulator

Solar System - 2 x 150W & regulator

Stoneguard - A-Frame full width -

Storage - Slide out tub

Suspension - JTECH 2.0

Table - external fold-out

Water tank - 2 x 82Lt underfloor with guard

INTERIOR GENERAL

Amazon Alexa voice control

Battery - additional 100 AMP AGM

Battery - BMPRO Management system with 
Smartphone app intergration

INTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Control panel - JHub tablet display

Drawers - EziGlide incl large pot drawers  
(soft close drawers including large pot drawer  
to Silverline)

Hatch roof 400mm x 400mm (700mm x 500mm with 
LED lights to Silverline)

Pantry - pullout 3 tier^

Power - 12V socket (internal and external)

Power point with intregrated USB port

Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan

Sirocco Fans

Slideout bed and/or slideout lounge^

Toilet - ceramic bowl

Water filtration system to sink

Wi-Fi system with built in extender

Windows - double glazed Euro push style  
with roller blinds

SAFETY

Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^

Camera - 360 degree camera

Camera - Reversing and/or rearview

Camera - Side view

Door - external triple Lock with security screen

ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device

eZylevel levelling device
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 Standard  Optional - Not available 
^ Model specific  
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A u s t r a l i a ’s  f i r s t  v o i c e - a c t i v a t e d  c a r a v a n .

WORLD-FIRST

LATEST TECHNOLOGY NEW

Standard in Jayco Silverline 2019 models, Amazon 
Alexa makes voice activation easy.

Exclusive to Jayco, new JHub phone app provides 
complete transparency of your RV’s  onboard features. 

New in 2019: external slide-out kitchen is easy to pull 
out and stow away after use. 

Sphere 360° camera:  no more blind spots when towing 
or parking your Jayco Silverline. 

New in 2019: the back-friendly functional and 
ergonomic large slide-out storage tub 

Pre-set and forget:  the 12V awning can be rolled out to 
your personal pre-settings.
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JAYCO CONSTRUCTION SAFETY YOU  
CAN TRUST

A B

B

Endurance chassis
Lightweight yet superstrong, our chassis are hot-dip 
galvanised for lifelong protection against corrosion. 
They feature Jayco Pressed Steel C-Section (PSC) floor 
members which are lighter than conventional box 
section steel, 300% stronger and resist bending by 175%.

Tough Frame
Jayco’s vacuum-bonded quad-layer wall construction 
technology is both stronger and lighter than the 
conventional ‘timber & tin’ aluminium-clad caravan 
walls. Built on lightweight aluminium frame for extra 
strength and longevity, Tough Frame provides great 
thermal and acoustic insulation. 

Suspension 
Purpose-built to complement the Jayco Endurance 
chassis, JTECH independent coil suspension delivers 
greater stability, precise handling and increased ground 
clearance for easy and safe towing.

Aluminium frame
The furniture in your Jayco caravan is built on our 
exclusive aluminium frame for strength and durability.  

Safety Electronic  
Stability Control 

SAFETY FIRST, with optional Al-KO  
electronic stability control

A Critical swerve or sway is detected.

B  Electronic Stability Control partially applies the RV 
brakes. The caravan is pulled into line behind the 
tow vehicle. The sway is stopped and the caravan 
brakes are released.

Nitrogen-Filled Tyres
Nitrogen keeps your tyres as cool as possible and  
helps maintain a constant tyre pressure even in  
hotter weather, reducing the risk of blowouts. 
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OPTIONAL FEATURES

Ban hand washing with a compact washing machine in your RV.External showers are ideal for 
rinsing off sandy feet before  
getting inside.

Cleverly concealed and secured in a cupboard, the TV pops up when 
you’re ready to reconnect. 

Enjoy caravanning holidays at all times of the year thanks to the  
gas ducted heating. 

The external picnic table is 
perfect for enjoying meals 
outside.

Solar panels will keep your 
batteries charged when no 
power is available.

The best way to transport 
your two wheels is on a  
rear-wall bike rack. 

With a satellite dish, you’ll 
never miss your favourite TV 
show or a Grand Final.

SILVERLINE ONLY

SILVERLINE ONLY
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AUSTRALIAN MADE
Designed and built by Australians, for 
Australians to take on the Australian 

terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the 
Australian-made logo. 

Buying a new van, trading in  
or servicing the one you have,  
for 44 years, Australians have  

trusted Jayco with their  
holiday memories.

BETTER VALUE
As the largest Australian RV manufacturer, 
Jayco has a great buying power and passes 
the savings on to our customers, delivering 

more features for less.  

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT
With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and 

100+ service agents around the country, 
Jayco’s support network is the most 

comprehensive in Australia. 

JAYCO CARE
Jayco’s industry-leading customer care 

comprises of 2-year manufacturing 
warranty and 5-year structural 

warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with 
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco 

Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

GREAT RESALE VALUE
Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally 

well and are considered to be a long-term 
investment. To help you get the best value, 

list your Jayco for free on jayco.com.au.  

WHY BUY JAYCO?
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ABOUT JAYCO
Proudly Australian Made
For 44 years, Jayco has been helping Australians to have the best 
caravanning and camping adventures. Caravans and camper trailers, 
motorhomes and campervans, pop tops, off-road caravans and toy 
haulers – there’s a Jayco for everyone. 

Jayco is Australia’s largest recreational vehicle (RV) manufacturer. Our 
vision is to lead the way in RV innovation, not only in Australia but on the 
global stage. We listen and respond to what our customers need in their 
RVs to make their holidays effortless.

Every aspect of a Jayco RV is engineered and validated by our Victoria-
based Research & Development team. As part of the Jayco Testing 
Programme, our innovative products undergo weeks of testing in lab 
and real-life conditions before being released to market. 

All our products are designed by Australians, with the harshest 
Australian conditions in mind. Each Jayco is proudly made in Australia, 
in our state-of-the-art factory in Dandenong, VIC. 

Australia’s most recognised brand for quality and affordable RVs, Jayco 
is a great success story of Australian manufacturing. Employing over 
1,000 people, Jayco continues as a locally-owned family business.

“ It’s clear that Jayco is one of Australia’s most impressive 
manufacturers and takes great pride in producing a range of 
the highest-quality products. We are just as proud to have 
the Jayco brand aligned with the Australian Made logo.” – 
Ben Lazzaro, Chief Executive, Australian Made Campaign Ltd



OTHER PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Camper Trailers Jayco Sport & Adventure Jayco J-Pod Jayco MotorhomesJayco Pop Tops
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Join our communities:   
share your Jayco roadtrip with us  
on Facebook and Instagram


